Previous event-related potentials research has suggested that the N170 component has a larger amplitude to faces and words than to other stimuli, but it remains unclear whether it indexes the same cognitive processes for faces and for words. The present study investigated how category-level repetition effects on the N170 differ across stimulus categories. Faces, cars, words, and non-words were presented in homogeneous (1 category) or mixed blocks (2 intermixed categories). We found a significant repetition effect of N170 amplitude for successively presented faces and cars (in homogeneous blocks), but not for words and unpronounceable consonant strings, suggesting that the N170 indexes different underlying cognitive processes for objects (including faces) and orthographic stimuli. The N170 amplitude was significantly smaller when multiple faces or multiple cars were presented in a row than when these stimuli were preceded by a stimulus of a different category. Moreover, the large N170 repetition effect for faces may be important to consider when comparing the relative N170 amplitude for different stimulus categories. Indeed, a larger N170 deflection for faces than for other stimulus categories was observed only when stimuli were preceded by a stimulus of a different category (in mixed blocks), suggesting that an enhanced N170 to faces may be more reliably observed when faces are presented within the context of some non-face stimuli.
Indeed, a recent ERP study compared the N170 amplitude to faces and words in two different presentation conditions: blocks that alternated faces and words as well as homogeneous blocks in which only one stimulus category was presented. Thirty-six different items of each category were presented. Results suggested that the face-elicited N170 is larger when face stimuli alternated with word stimuli, than when only faces (of different identities) were presented. In contrast, the N170 did not change in amplitude when different words were successively presented (Maurer et al., 2008) . This reduction in amplitude represents a repetition effect, also referred to as adaptation by some authors. The adaptation techniques rely on the phenomenon of decreased neural activity to repeated stimulus presentation (Wiggs and Martin, 1998; Henson, 2003; Grill-Spector et al., 2006) and have been widely used since the late 1990s in functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies to probe the differential cognitive processes associated with different brain areas (Grill-Spector et al., 1999 , 2006 Grill-Spector and Malach, 2001; Cohen Kadosh et al., 2010) . It is assumed that a brain area sensitive to a specific aspect of a stimulus could show reduced responses when a series of stimuli sharing this characteristic are presented. In turn, changes in the relevant stimulus aspects triggers a release from adaptation. For example, Winston et al. (2004) found that repetition of emotional expression in different stimuli reduced the activation in the anterior superior temporal sulcus, whereas repetition of face identity reduced the activation of the fusiform gyrus and posterior temporal sulcus, suggesting that these areas are sensitive respectively to face emotion or face identity. In ERPs, it has been observed that the N170 amplitude
IntroductIon
Since it has been observed that the N170 is larger for faces than for other object categories (Botzel et al., 1995; Bentin et al., 1996) , many event-related potentials (ERPs) studies have attempted to clarify its associated cognitive processes (Bentin and Deouell, 2000; Eimer, 2000; Tanaka and Curran, 2001; Rossion et al., 2002 Rossion et al., , 2003 . The face-sensitivity of the N170 has been interpreted as an indication of the existence of brain mechanisms specialized for face processing (Kanwisher and Yovel, 2006) , or as the result of the higher level of expertise that typical adults have with faces than with other object categories (Tanaka and Curran, 2001; Rossion et al., 2002) . Recently, it has been reported that the N170 can be of equal, or even larger, amplitude for written words than for faces (Mercure et al., 2008) , although it differs in lateralization for these two stimulus categories (being larger in the left than right hemiscalp when elicited by words and tending to be larger in the right than left hemiscalp when elicited by faces; Rossion et al., 2003; Maurer et al., 2008; Mercure et al., 2008) . It has also been suggested that visual expertise plays a significant role in the establishment of the word-elicited N170 in reading acquisition (Maurer et al., 2005b (Maurer et al., , 2006 . This raises the important issue of whether a high level of visual expertise is the common mechanism that underlies the enhanced amplitude of the N170 elicited by both faces and words.
One indication that the N170 might index different cognitive processes for faces and for words comes from the recent observation that the N170 amplitude is smaller when multiple faces of different identities are presented in a row (compared to faces intermixed with words), while no such effect was found for words.
The N170 shows differential repetition effects for faces, objects, and orthographic stimuli decreases when the same face stimulus (same identity) is repeated Taylor, 2002, 2004; Henson et al., 2003; Heisz et al., 2006a,b; Jacques et al., 2007; Kovács et al., 2007) . The paradigm used by Maurer et al. (2008) is slightly different to the most commonly used repetition paradigm in that it represents categorylevel repetition as opposed to repetition of a specific item of a category or a specific characteristic of a stimulus. In other words, specific stimuli are not repeated but, in some conditions, different stimuli from the same category are sequentially presented (Face A, Face B, Face C…) and compared to conditions in which they are mixed with stimuli of a different category (Face A, Word A, Face B, Word B…). The smaller amplitude observed for sequential presentation is attributed to the repetition of the stimulus category and is referred to as category-level repetition effect. The results of Maurer et al.'s (2008) study suggest that while the N170 is sensitive to the inclusion of individual face stimuli into the category of faces, this type of category-level sensitivity was not observed for words. More generally, these results raise the hypothesis that the N170 may reflect different underlying processing for words and for faces.
The present study investigated category-level repetition effects on the N170 in order to clarify the processing of different stimulus categories at this level. It further aimed to confirm and extend the finding that the N170 shows a differential pattern of categorylevel repetition effect for faces and for words. There are several possible explanations for Maurer et al.'s (2008) results that our experiment potentially resolves. One possibility is that categorylevel repetition effect on the N170 is a special characteristic of face processing, which would support the claim that the N170 reflects face-sensitive cognitive mechanisms. This possibility is congruent with the results of ERP studies which have found an N170 repetition suppression effect to individual upright faces (Itier and Taylor, 2002; Henson et al., 2003; Heisz et al., 2006a,b; Jacques et al., 2007; Kovács et al., 2007) , but not to inverted faces (Heisz et al., 2006a; Jacques et al., 2007) . The N170 might show more repetition effect in response to the face category because upright faces represent a special class of objects with which adults have a high level of experience from very early in life. Maurer et al.'s (2008) results also suggest that N170 repetition effect might be absent or weaker for the word category, a result that we hypothesize might be attributable to the fact that these stimuli are pronounceable. Thus, participants might automatically retrieve the phonological form of each written word, which could elicit a sustained level of activity for words even when presented in series. Alternatively, the results of Maurer et al. (2008) could represent an artifact of their experimental design. The authors suggest that the difference in repetition effect to faces and words might be explained by a difference in the participant's familiarity with the stimuli. Indeed, they compared familiar frequently encountered words with unfamiliar faces. It is therefore possible that a category-level repetition effect is present only for unfamiliar stimuli. If this were the case, a category-level repetition effect could be observed for unfamiliar alphabetic stimuli, such as consonant strings. The present study will test these hypotheses.
Moreover, the present study examined the impact of homogeneous/mixed stimulus presentation on the relative amplitude of the N170 to faces, words, and other stimulus categories. It was previously observed that whether the N170 amplitude was larger for words or for faces was highly dependent on presentation conditions, including stimulus size, resolution, and presentation time (Mercure et al., 2008) . The repetition effect observed in blocked presentation of faces, but not words might further influence the relative amplitude of the N170 to faces and words. This could have contributed to the fact that Rossion et al. (2003) found a larger amplitude of the N170 to faces than words (with mixed stimulus presentation), whereas Mercure et al. (2008) generally found a larger amplitude of the N170 for words than faces (with blocked stimulus presentation).
In the present study, four stimulus categories were presented to explore category-level N170 repetition effect. Faces and words were presented to investigate whether we could reproduce a difference in the category-level repetition effect for these stimulus categories. Words were compared to unfamiliar and non-pronounceable non-words were to test how stimulus familiarity influences the category-level repetition effect and whether the retrieval of a phonological form helps maintain a large amplitude of the N170 when words are successively presented. Cars were presented as a non-face object category to test the hypothesis that category-level repetition effect is specific to faces. Note that the current design only tests the impact of familiarity on alphabetic stimuli and does not allow distinguishing the familiarity and pronounceability. Two types of experimental blocks were presented: homogeneous blocks (1 stimulus category) and mixed blocks (2 stimulus categories). For each trial in the mixed blocks, we kept track of the stimulus category presented in the previous trial. Stimuli preceded by a stimulus of a different category served as the baseline condition in which no repetition effect was expected. A significant repetition effect (a significant difference in N170 amplitude between stimuli in homogeneous blocks and the baseline condition) was expected for faces and possibly for cars and non-words. Short-term repetition effect could also be observed within mixed blocks with a significant difference in N170 amplitude for stimuli preceded by a stimulus of the same versus a different category. This analysis aimed to better understand the time-scale of the N170 repetition effect by testing whether two successive items of a same stimulus category were sufficient to create a significant repetition effect. Jeffreys (1996) found that the presentation of two successive faces was sufficient to reduce the amplitude of the VPP, but it remains unclear if the same effect would be observed at the level of the N170 and if it would also be observed for other stimulus categories. This within-block comparison also aimed to rule out the possibility raised by Maurer and colleagues that between-blocks differences in attention level could explain the finding of a category-level repetition effect for faces, but not for words. Finally, within each presentation condition, the amplitude of the N170 was compared across categories in order to examine the impact of category-level repetition effect on the relative N170 amplitude for the different stimulus categories.
MaterIals and Methods

PartIcIPants
Eighteen adult participants between 18 and 31 years old (mean age = 24 years; 9 females) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision were paid for their participation. No participant reported taking any psychoactive medication. The data from two participants were rejected because of excessive artifacts (see rejection criteria below), leaving 16 participants for analyses. This experiment was undertaken with the understanding and written consent of each participant and was approved by Birkbeck ethics committee.
stIMulI
Stimuli were grayscale pictures of faces, cars, words, and non-words in a fixed size gray rectangle (30 stimuli per category; see Figure 1 for examples of stimuli). These rectangles were 140 × 182 pixels (7.5 × 10 cm), and extended 4.9° of horizontal and 6.4° of vertical angle from a viewing distance of 90 cm. Faces all depicted Caucasian females unfamiliar to the participants, with a direct gaze and a neutral facial expression, displayed on a gray rectangle with the eyes occupying the center of the picture. Face stimuli were adapted from the face databases of the Centre for Brain and Cognitive Development, the Nim Stim Face Stimulus Set (neutral facial expression only) 1 and the CVL Face Database (Solina et al., 2003) . Car stimuli depicted grayscale cars occupying the center of a gray rectangle. Word and non-word stimuli were presented in uppercase black Arial font on a gray rectangle. Word stimuli were 5-letter nouns with 4-5 phonemes, 1-2 syllables and one morpheme. Based on MRC Psycholinguistic Database (Wilson, 1987) , words were rated between 200 and 600 for familiarity, concreteness and imageability (on a rating ranging from 100 to 700), and had 8 or less orthographic neighbors. These words had a written frequency of occurrence between 20 and 150 per million words (Kucera and Francis, 1967) . Non-words consisted in strings of five consonants matched to the consonants in the word category for their frequency of occurrence. Finally, a grayscale picture of a butterfly on a gray rectangle was used as the target stimulus. Whole images of each category (stimulus and background) were equated in luminance using average image luminosity in Photoshop (see Table 1 ). A Sekonic luminance meter pointed at the center, but encompassing the whole image revealed no significant difference in luminance between the stimulus categories when presented on the screen in the testing room.
Procedure
Participants performed a butterfly detection task, in which they pressed a button on a joystick when they recognized a butterfly. Ten blocks of stimuli were presented. Block order was fully randomized for each participant. Four blocks were "homogenous" blocks, in which 60 stimuli of the same category (Faces, Cars, Words, NonWords) and 3 targets were presented 2 . Six blocks were "mixed" 2 Thirty individual stimuli were presented twice per block. The order of all 63 items (60 stimuli + 3 targets) was randomized for each participant. Immediate repetition of individual stimuli could have occurred, but their probability was around one per block. A pilot study of 12 blocks established that the frequency of immediate stimulus repetition was 0.7 repetitions per block, with a maximum of 2 repetitions observed in a block. Theoretically, immediate stimulus repetitions could lower the N170 amplitude for a stimulus category, but it is very unlikely that 0-2 trials out of 60 could have had a major impact on the averaged ERPs.
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Each trial was segmented from the continuous EEG data (windowed from 200 ms pre-stimulus onset to 600 ms post-stimulus onset). Segments with EEG exceeding ±100 μV or EOG exceeding ±55 μV were excluded. A channel was excluded from the whole recording if it was rejected in more than 20% of the trials. If more than 12 of 128 channels were rejected, the trial was excluded from the average. Signal from rejected electrodes was replaced using the "bad channel replacement" algorithm in Netstation 4.2.4, which interpolates the signal of a rejected channel from the signal of remaining channels using spherical splines. A minimum of 35 good trials in each stimulus category was required to keep a participant in for the analyses.
Waveforms were baseline-corrected using the 200-ms prestimulus interval. Averages were computed for each participant in each experimental condition, and data re-referenced to the average of channels. Based on visual inspection of the grand average (see Figure 1) , a montage of electrodes in the occipitotemporal regions was created where the P1 and N170 components were maximal (58, 64, 65, 68, 69, 89, 90, 94, 95, 96 , see Figure 1 ), which is similar to earlier observations (Rossion et al., 2003; Bentin et al., 2006) . Based on visual inspection of the individual data, the P1 timewindow was defined as 76-168 ms, and the N170 time-window was defined as 128-206 ms. These time-windows were centered around the peak amplitude of the component of interest and was sufficiently restricted to avoid including time-points from adjacent components of the same polarity in each individual (Handy, 2005) . The resulting time-windows are generally congruent with the P1 and N170 time-windows described in the literature (Rossion et al., 2003; Maurer et al., 2005a; Halit et al., 2006; Mercure et al., 2008) . The component peak amplitude within this time-window was extracted for each participant, in each condition, and each electrode. In order to reduce the number of levels in the statistical analyses, these peak amplitudes were then averaged for all channels in the left and right occipitotemporal montage. Analyses of the P1 amplitude aimed to ensure that differences found in the N170 amplitude could not be attributed to between-conditions differences in the amplitude of this earlier component with a very similar topography and an opposite polarity. P1 and N170 peak amplitudes were each analyzed in a repeated-measures multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) for the factors Stimulus Category (Faces, Cars, Words, Non-Words), Presentation Condition [Stimulus in a mixed block preceded by a stimulus of another category (Mixed PrOther), Stimulus in a mixed block preceded by a stimulus of the same category (Mixed PrSame), Stimulus in a homogenous block (Homogeneous)] and Hemisphere (Left, Right). The same MANOVA was also performed on the P1-N170 peak-to-peak difference. The PrOther condition can be considered as the baseline in which no repetition effect was expected since the stimuli were preceded by a stimulus of a different category. This baseline condition was compared to the PrSame condition in order to study the impact of a repetition of stimulus category and to the Homogeneous condition in order to study the impact of multiple repetitions of stimulus category. The term "repetition effect" used throughout this manuscript refers to a significant difference in N170 amplitude between a condition in which stimulus category was repeated (PrSame and Homogeneous) compared to the baseline condition in which there were no repetition of stimulus category (PrOther). 40 stimuli of the other category, and 4 targets 3 . Of these 40 stimuli of a given category, approximately 20 were preceded by a stimulus of the same category, whereas approximately 20 were preceded by a stimulus of a different category. Over the whole experiment, each stimulus category was presented in three conditions [Stimulus in a mixed block preceded by a stimulus of another category (Mixed PrOther), Stimulus in a mixed block preceded by a stimulus of the same category (Mixed PrSame), Stimulus in a homogenous block (Homogeneous)], with 54 to 64 trials in each condition (see Table 2 for a summary of experimental conditions). The PrOther condition included trials where stimuli were preceded by any other stimulus category or by a butterfly. The first trial of each block was not included in these analyses. This total number of trial did not differ between stimulus categories (p = 0.4). Each trial began with the presentation of a white fixation cross for 1000 ms on a black background, followed by the stimuli in a gray rectangle on a black background for 500 ms (SOA = 1500 ms). The stimuli were displayed using E-Prime 1.2. erP recordIng and waveforM analysIs EEG signal was recorded using a HydroCel Geodesic Sensor Net with 128 electrodes, with vertex as reference; horizontal and vertical electro-oculograms were used to monitor eye movements. EGI NetAmps 200 was used (gain = 1000), data were digitized with sampling rate of 500 Hz, and band-pass filtered between 0.1 and 100 Hz. Experimenters aimed to keep impedance under 100 kΩ for each channel by adding an electrolyte solution and by making sure the sensors were resting directly on the participant's skin. 
results
P1 aMPlItude
The above-described MANOVA was performed on the peak amplitude of the P1 (see Table 3 for detailed statistics). Only a main effect ±20 in a mixed block of non-words and faces ±20 in a mixed block of non-words and cars ±20 in a mixed block of non-words and words The fact that the P1 amplitude was larger for faces than for other stimulus categories could have influenced these results by reducing the amplitude of the face-elicited N170. In order to clarify this matter, the amplitude of the negative deflection was assessed in a P1 to N170 peak-to-peak analysis.
P1-n170 Peak-to-Peak aMPlItude
A 4 Stimulus Categories × 3 Presentation Conditions × 2 Hemispheres repeated-measures MANOVA was performed on the amplitude of the P1 to N170 peak-to-peak difference (see Table 3 for detailed statistics and Figure 2 for illustration). Like for the N170 peak amplitude, significant main effects of stimulus category and of presentation condition were observed, as well as a significant interaction between stimulus category and presentation condition. Separate MANOVAs for each presentation condition revealed that the amplitude of the P1-N170 deflection was highly influenced by stimulus category for stimuli preceded by another category within mixed blocks [Mixed PrOther; F(3, 13 . These P1 differences can potentially be explained by the fact that the face stimuli occupied a larger part of the whole image than the other stimulus categories, or by the fact that mean background brightness was slightly lighter for faces than for other categories (see Table 1 ).
n170 aMPlItude
The above-described MANOVA was also performed on the peak amplitude of the N170 (see Table 3 for detailed statistics). Significant main effects of stimulus category and of presentation condition were found, as well as a highly significant interaction between these two factors. Separate MANOVAs per stimulus category revealed that presentation condition influenced the amplitude of the N170 for faces [F(2, 14) . These results suggest that a highly significant N170 repetition effect was observed when faces were sequentially presented and that the presentation of two successive faces was sufficient to create this effect. For cars, the N170 was larger when presented in a mixed block than in a homogenous block, but the preceding stimulus had no influence within mixed blocks [Car Mixed PrSame versus Car Homogeneous: t(15) = 3.33; p = 0.005; 12 participants/16 showed data congruent with this effect; Car Mixed PrOther versus Car Homogeneous: t(15) = 3.27; p = 0.005; 12 participants/16 showed data congruent with this effect; Car Mixed PrSame versus Car Mixed PrOther: t(15) = 1.04; p = 0.313; 8 participants/16 showed data congruent with this effect]. The mean repetition effect was −1.20 μV (95% confidence interval = −1.98, −0.41) in the case of multiple successive cars (Car Mixed PrOther versus Car Homogeneous), but was not significant in the case of two successive cars (Car Mixed PrOther versus CarMixed PrSame; mean difference = −0.26 μV; 95% confidence interval = −0.78, +0.27). This suggests that a significant N170 repetition effect was present for car category, but that it required more than two sequential items, as opposed to the face repetition effect, which was also significant when only two sequential faces were presented. This difference in the repetition effect was confirmed by a significant Stimulus Category × Presentation Condition interaction [F(2, 14) = 6.5; p = 0.010] in a separate MANOVA with only faces and cars.
All interactions and main effects involving Hemisphere were found non-significant (see Table 3 for detailed statistics). However, as previously observed (Rossion et al., 2003; Maurer et al., 2008; Mercure et al., 2008) , the Category × Hemisphere interaction was found significant when only face and word stimuli were analyzed Frontiers in Human Neuroscience www.frontiersin.org for faces in Mixed PrSame compared to Mixed PrOther can be more confidently interpreted as a repetition suppression effect since these two conditions were randomly presented in the same experimental blocks, with the only difference being the repetition of stimulus category in Mixed PrSame. This within-block comparison also ruled out the possibility that the difference in the category-level repetition suppression effect for faces and for words could result from between-blocks differences in attention level. A second new finding of the present study was that a category-level repetition effect was observed for a non-face object category (cars), but that this effect was weaker and it required the presentation of more successive items of the category than the face repetition effect. Unfortunately, the data collected in the present study does not allow finding how many successive cars would be necessary to create a significant repetition effect. This could be the object of a follow-up study. A third new finding from the present study was that orthographic stimuli did not elicit a category-level repetition effect, whether they were pronounceable (words) or not (consonant strings). This ruled out the possibility that the retrieval of the phonological form helped to sustain the N170 amplitude to sequentially presented words. Also, we found no repetition effect for both words (familiar, meaningful, and frequently encountered alphabetic stimuli) and consonant strings (unfamiliar and meaningless alphabetic strings) suggesting that the difference in the category-level repetition effect between words and faces is unlikely to be attributed to a difference in stimulus familiarity. Henson (2003) suggested that neural repetition suppression occurs when the same cognitive processes are performed on the first and second presentation of a stimulus, whereas an increase in activity can occur when stimulus repetition causes a new process to be performed on the second presentation of a stimulus. For example, it was observed that repetition of individual faces elicit a reduction in fusiform gyrus activation when the faces are familiar (Henson et al., 2000 , whereas repetition of individual faces elicit an increase in the activation of this area when the faces are unfamiliar (Henson et al., 2000) . According to the authors, the repetition enhancement for unfamiliar faces can be explained by a category was observed on the amplitude of the P1-N170 deflection for stimuli preceded by a stimulus of the same category within mixed blocks [Mixed PrSame; F(3, 13) = 1.5; p = 0.261]. Finally, a significant effect of stimulus category [F(3, 13) = 4.1; p = 0.029] was observed for stimuli in homogenous blocks. In the Homogeneous presentation condition, all categories presented a larger deflection than cars, but there were no difference between faces and words or between faces and non-words dIscussIon This experiment investigated category-level repetition effect at the level of the N170, and how this effect differed across stimulus categories. The results confirmed Maurer et al.'s (2008) finding of a smaller N170 amplitude when faces were presented successively compared to when they were mixed with other categories, while no such category-level repetition effect was present for words. The present study extended and clarified Maurer et al.'s findings in three different ways. A first novel finding of the present study was that the presentation of two successive faces was sufficient to create a significant N170 repetition effect. In the current design, the Homogeneous and Mixed PrOther conditions were presented in different experimental blocks, during the course of which the N170 amplitude could have varied in different ways. It is therefore difficult to interpret the repetition effects obtained in this contrast in terms of suppression and/or enhancement. The most likely explanation is probably that the smaller N170 amplitude for faces in Homogeneous than in Mixed PrOther condition reflects a decrease in N170 amplitude over the course of the homogeneous block (repetition suppression effect). But from this data only, it is impossible to completely rule out the alternative explanation that the N170 showed less enhancement over the course of the homogeneous than the mixed block. The contrast between Mixed PrSame and Mixed PrOther, which is a within-block comparison, does not suffer from this limitation. The smaller N170 amplitude pixelwise heterogeneity could also affect the N170 repetition effect. It is possible that the variability in the orientation of the car stimuli could have reduced the priming power of the car configuration by imposing the necessity of mental rotation to a canonical configuration. Indeed, various behavioral measures, including priming studies, have suggested that object processing might be position and viewpoint dependent (Schyns, 1998; Kravitz et al., 2008) . Even if this factor could potentially explain the difference in the degree of repetition effect observed between faces and cars, it cannot account for the fact that no repetition effect was observed for orthographic stimuli. Since words and non-words were all five letters long and never varied in their size or orientation, the items of these categories were at least as visually similar as the items of the face category. Despite low interstimulus pixelwise heterogeneity, orthographic stimuli did not show any repetition effect, which suggests that the difference in the repetition effect for faces and for cars could not be entirely explained by differences in interstimulus pixelwise heterogeneity. Further studies are required to better understand the respective influence of object orientation, stimulus heterogeneity, and expertise with a stimulus category on category-level N170 repetition effect. Nevertheless, the results of the present study suggest that the N170 indexes different cognitive mechanisms for objects (including faces) and orthographic stimuli.
The present results also showed that homogeneous/mixed stimulus presentation can be a crucial factor in determining the relative amplitude of the N170 to different stimulus categories. Many studies have found that the N170 was larger for faces than for other stimulus categories (for example Rossion et al., 2003) . In the present study, only in cases where stimuli were preceded by a stimulus of a different category was the N170 deflection larger for faces than for other stimulus categories. In other words, the repetition effect of the N170 to the face category was found to be such a powerful effect that it significantly reduced the amplitude of the face-elicited N170 deflection relative to other stimulus categories, an effect that was observed on both N170 amplitudes and P1 to N170 peak-to-peak difference. Like in Mercure et al. (2008) , the N170 deflection was larger for words than for faces when stimuli were blocked by category. When absolute N170 amplitudes were considered, there was even a tendency for the N170 to be larger for words than faces when stimuli were preceded by the same category within mixed blocks (Mixed PrSame). These results outline the importance of taking homogeneous/mixed stimulus presentation conditions into account when comparing the relative amplitude of the N170 to different stimulus categories across studies. The relative amplitude of the N170 for faces and other stimulus categories has also been shown to be influenced by a complex interaction of factors such as stimulus presentation size and resolution (Mercure et al., 2008) and the amount of interstimulus pixelwise heterogeneities within each category (Thierry et al., 2007) . In other words, the N170 can be larger for faces or for words depending on the exact presentation conditions. More importantly, the results of the present study suggest that the "special" amplitude of the N170 for faces could be more reliably observed for faces when they are presented within the context of non-face stimuli. The unanticipated presentation of a face might elicit increased cortical activity at the level of the N170, possibly via a subcortical face-detection pathway (Johnson, modification in the cognitive processes applied on the first and second presentation of previously unknown individual faces. Indeed, the initial presentation of an unfamiliar face might be sufficient to form a face representation, which would allow recognition at the individual level when this face is repeated. Following Henson's hypothesis (Henson, 2003) , it could be argued that category-level repetition suppression would occur when the same processes are applied to sequential items of a stimulus category, while this effect would not be observed when different cognitive processes are applied to sequential items of a stimulus category. In accordance with this idea, a smaller N170 amplitude was observed for sequential presentation of faces because the cognitive processes underlying the N170 were repeated for each subsequent face. The face-elicited N170 is thought to reflect structural encoding of face stimuli (Bentin and Deouell, 2000; Eimer, 2000) . Since all faces present the same first-order configuration (two eyes above a nose above a mouth; Maurer et al., 2002) , the presentation of one face configuration might prime (or facilitate) the structural encoding of subsequent faces, resulting in an activity reduction at the level of the N170. On the other hand, previous literature showed that the N170 elicited by words could be larger than for symbol strings or pseudowords in a one-back task, suggesting that it might index the processes of visual word form recognition (Maurer et al., 2005a) . Since different words do not share a common configuration that differ from that of pseudowords or symbol strings, the presentation of a word might not facilitate the access to the visual word form of a different unrelated word. Each visual word form would represent a new search, and being presented with a sequence of unrelated words would not facilitate individual searches. As opposed to faces, which can be categorized as such based on a first-order configuration, each word would need to be read or recognized in order to be categorized as a word. As a consequence, the N170 amplitude would remain unaffected by sequential presentation of words. However, it could be predicted that the repetition of an individual word would facilitate the second retrieval of this particular visual word form. Indeed, it has been observed that repetition of individual words elicits repetition suppression effects on ERP components as early as the N170 (Holcomb and Grainger, 2006) . Like faces, cars have a first-order configuration that could prime the encoding of subsequent stimuli of the same category. However, this priming effect might be weaker than the priming effect elicited by an upright face because of the special expertise typical adults have with this configuration. A difference in the construction of face and car stimuli offers an alternative explanation. The fact that the car stimuli differed slightly in orientation, whereas the face stimuli did not, suggests that the items of the car category were visually more heterogeneous than the items of the face category. It has been observed that the N170 amplitude could be reduced by the interstimulus pixelwise heterogeneities caused by differences in size, orientation, and position (Thierry et al., 2007) , although this issue is controversial (Bentin et al., 2007; Rossion et al., 2008) . According to the hypothesis presented by Thierry et al. (2007) the fact that the car stimuli differed slightly in orientation, whereas the face stimuli did not could potentially explain why the amplitude of the N170 was larger for faces than for cars in the present study. However, it is unclear how (and if) these differences in interstimulus expertise for faces and for words seems to be differently reflected in the N170. Because of these differences in the category-level repetition effect, homogeneous/mixed stimulus presentation significantly influenced the relative amplitude of the N170 to different stimulus categories. Only faces presented within the context of non-face stimuli yielded a larger N170 deflection than other stimulus categories. More research is required to better characterize the modification in processing that occurs when faces and words are successively presented. An interesting avenue for further research could be to compare and contrast ERP repetition effects to specific aspects of these stimulus categories, such as identity, configuration, or features. While the present results clarified the repetition effect elicited by categorization processes, comparing the ERP repetition effect that occurs when individual faces and individual words are repeated might allow a better understanding of the ERP signature of face and word processing.
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The present study also replicates the difference in N170 lateralization observed for words and faces. In the present study as well as in previous ones (Rossion et al., 2003; Maurer et al., 2008; Mercure et al., 2008) a larger N170 was found in the left than right hemisphere for words, while the N170 was not significantly lateralized for faces. This N170 lateralization effect could represent the analog of the lateralized activation of the fusiform gyrus for the same stimulus categories. Functional magnetic resonance studies have revealed an area of the left fusiform gyrus, which shows a sensitivity for written words (Cohen et al., 2002; Cohen and Dehaene, 2004) , while a face-sensitive area has been found in the fusiform gyrus, which shows stronger activation and is more consistently found in the right than left hemisphere (Kanwisher, 2006) . Nevertheless, there are important differences in temporal and spatial resolution between the ERP and fMRI techniques which suggests care in making direct comparison between these two signals.
To conclude, the results of the present study suggest that the N170 indexes different cognitive mechanisms for objects (including faces) and orthographic stimuli. Although a high level of visual expertise might have an influence on the general amplitude of the N170 (Tanaka and Curran, 2001; Rossion et al., 2002) , the Frontiers in Human Neuroscience www.frontiersin.org
